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somewhat resembling in form a Florence flask, was the ink-bag
d istencled,w itli its deep dark sepia.,-the identical pigment sold

under that name ill our color-shops, and so extensively used

in landscape drawing by the limner. I then dissected and laid

open the circular or ring-like brain that surrounds the crea

ture's parrot-like beak, as if its thinking part had no other

vocation than simply to take care of the mouth and its perU
nents,-almost the sole Cml)lOylflCflt, however, of not a few

brains of a considerably higher order. I next laid open the

huge eyes. They were curious organs, more simple in their

structure than those of the true fishes, but admirably adapted,
I doubt not, for the purpose of seeing. A camera obscura may
be described as consisting of two parts,-a lens in front and

a. darkened chamber behind; but in the eyes of fishes, as in

the brute and human eye, we find a third part added: there

is a lens in the middle, a &irkcned chamber behind, and a

lighted chamber, or rather vestibule, in front. Now, this

lighted vestibule-the cornea-is wanting in the eye of the

cutt.le-fish. The lens is placed in front, and the darkened

chamber behind. The construction of the organ is that of a

common camera obscura. I found something worthy of re

mark, too, in the pcct111L1' style in which the chamber is dark

ened. In the higher animals it may be described as a cham

ber hung with black velvet.,-the pigin.entum nigruni which

covers it is of the deepest black; but in the cuttle-fish it is a

chamber hung with velvet, not of a. black, but of a dark pur

ple hue,-the pigmentun nigrwn is of a purplish red color.

There is something interesting in marking this first departure

from an invariable condition of eyes of the more perfect st:ruc

ture, and in then tracing the peculiarity downwards through

almost every shade of color, to the emerald-like eye-specks of

the pecten, and the still more rudimentary red eye-specks of

the star-fish. After examining the eyes, I next laid open, in

all its length, from the neck to the point of the sack, the dorsal

bone of the creature,-its internal shell, I should rather say,

for bone it has none. The form of the shell in this species is

that of a feather, equally developed in the web on both sides.
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